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I. Standard for Motion of Summary Judgment

1. For reasons of law and facts explained below, Plaintifff, Jacqueline Stevens,

respectfully opposes the State Department's ("State" or "Defendant") motion for summary

judgment. There are mat'erial disputes about Defendant's representations about the actual search

conducted as well as its adequacy. The movantbears the burden of proving the absence of any

material disputes about the facts and State has not met this burden. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett,477

U.S. 317,326. ("In the course of its opinion, theAdicfres Court said that'both the commentary on

and the background of the 1963 amendment conclusively show that it was not intended to

modiff the burden of the moving party . . . to show initially the absence of a genuine issue

concerning any material fact.' [Citation omitted.] We think that this statement is accurate in a

literal sense, since we fully agree with the Adickes Court that the 1963 amendment to Rule 56(e)

was not designed to modify the burden of making the showing gensrally required by Rule

56(c).")

2. The evidence and justified analysis of Plaintiff, the nonmoving pffi, should be

construed in her favor: "Unlike the review of other agency action that must be upheld if

supported by substantial evidence and not arbitrary or capricious, the FOIA expressly places the

br:rden 'on the agency to sustain its action' and directs the district courts to 'determine the matter

de novo."' U.S. Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Com. for the Freedom of the Press,489 U.S.749,

7s5 (1989) (quoting 5 U.S.C. $ ss2(a)(4xB)).

ff. Defendant Failed to Show an Adequate Search

3. Statements in the SOMF are false and also evidence of inadequate search that was
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not conducted in good faith. First, the Defendant in the SOMF (Doc. 35) misrepresents the

Plaintiffs provision of keywords as an agreement to "narrowing" the search. Second, statements

in the SOMF and affidavit of Eric Stein fail to aver searches in all locations reasonably likely to

have responsive records. Third, the record reveals evidence that searches were not conducted in

places that were reasonably likely to have responsive records, including but not limited to the

records of Ambassadors and their offices. Fourth, the record contains evidence that the search

was not conducted in good faith. Fifth, the moving party fails to prove that its redactions are

consistent with the requirements of the Freedom of InformationAct ("FOIA") (5 U.S.C. $ 552).

4. For any one of these materially significant reasons, supported by evidence in the

Exhibits A-D to this Motion in Opposition to Summary Judgments, the Motion for Summary

Judgment fails to meet the burden of proof requred by Rule 56(e). Anderson v. Liberty Lobby,

1nc.,477 U.S.242,255 (1986). ("The evidence inthe records of the nonmovant is to be believed,

and all justifiable inferences are to be drawn in his favor.")

Analysis

5. (A.) Defendant Misstates Purpose of Keyword Search Agreement.

Eric Stein in his Affidavit states:

After the Complaint in this matter was filed, the Department informed Plaintiff in

August of 2017 thatthe Department's search for documents responsive to Request F-

2015-03180 had located a large numher of potentially responsive documents. The parties

agreed that the Department could further narrow the results of these searches and reduce

the number of documents that it must process in response to Plaintiff's request by

applying certain keywords to the initial search results. Stein Affidavit, SOMF, Doc. 35,

Affidavit, p. l9;1T6; quoted at SOMF Doc. 35, p. 6, 1118.
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6. Plaintiffhas never communicated directly with Eric Stein about a keyword search.

In a phone conversation Assistant U.S. Attorney Alexander Hartzler representing the Defendant

indicated that State had discovered a large number of documents that might be responsive and

requested keywords to assist in the search. Plaintiff in an e-mail provided keywords as

breadcrumbs to assist in more efficiently locating responsive documents, and specifically refused

to reduce the number of documents that might be processed or produced. Exhibit A.

7. In the e-mail of August 18, 2017 that included the requested keywords, Plaintiff

responded to Hanzler's statement on the telephone referencing possibly 10,000 pages of

responsive documents:

If you could also request the number of documents/year I would appreciate it. I have a

current release that is actually larger than this for the ICE contracts and I am not

waiving my right to the entire release but providing these terms for purposes of

prioritization, in addition to the most recent 750 pages. Email from Plaintiffto Alexander

Hartzler, August, 18, 2017, Doc. 41-2, ExhibitA, emphasis added.

8. The declaration by Stein that "...parties agreed that the Department could further

narrow the results of these searches and reduce the number of documents that it must process..."

is a material factual assertion that is demonstrably false. The keywords were provided to assist

in procuring all responsive records and for no other purpose.

9. Moreover, Plaintiffalso requested the use of wildcards in these searches:

ttcgnsor*tt

Please note that *denotes wildcard for these terms and suffrces, such as "censors." In

addition please search for the following as well.Email from Plaintiff to Alexander

Hartzler, August, 18, 2017, Doc. 41-2, Exhibit A.
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10. Attorney Hartzler indicated that he was not sure if State could accommodate this

request. Exhibit B. The list of keywords indicates that no wildcards were used. Stein Affidavit,

SOMF, Doc. 35, Affidavit (fl6, note l, p. 3), p. 19.

11. (8.) Defendant Fails to Aver Searched all Files Reasonably Likely to have

Responsive Materials. (1.) The SOMF does not avow until summary paragraph 'illS2 that it

targetted even all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents, much less all files.

Agencies are not obligated to know a priori all locations that may have responsive documents;

they may in good faith not know this and a court may provide srunmary judgment in the favor of

an agency for a search conducted based on a possibly incorrect belief that the agency had

identified all offices likely to have responsive documented. But rurtil the final swnmary section,

Stein does not aver even that all locations likely to have responsive files were searched. Instead,

Stein states: "After reviewing Plaintiffs requests and consulting with several offices and bureaus

within the Department, IPS determined that the following offices or records systems were

reasonably likely to have documents responsive to Plaintiff's request:" Stein Affidavit, Doc 35,

p.22, 1T19.

12. This statement means that numerous other offrces and bureaus also may have been

determined to be reasonably likely to have documents rssponsive to Plaintiffs request, such as

the offices of the Ambassadors to the countries indicated in Plaintiffs rsquest but not not tasked

with searches.

13. (2.) Similarly, in representing the nature of searches within offices, Defendant only

avers that that officers "searched certain locations." Doc. 35, SOMF, e.g., 1l1T 10, ll,12, 13,14.

Stein's affrdavit also does not aver that its searches were targeting all locations within offices

likely to produce responsive documents, but merely lists locations searched and keywords used.
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For instance, the searches for F-2015-03181 also stipulates only to "a search" or searches in

"certain locations" within records systems, not those most likely to have responsive information.

ffi22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34. Stein in his Summary makes a far broader

claim, i.e., that "the Department conducted a thorough search of all Department locations that

were reasonably likely to contain records responsive to Plaintiff's FOIA Request," but there are

no such specific claims preceding this that "all Department locations" were searched on which he

might base this conclusory statement and for this reason the Defendant does not meet its burden

of proof necessary for its Motion for Summary Judgment.

14. Courts have found Declarations failing to aver all files likely to contain responsive

materials as insufficient to bear the Government's burden of proof in a motion for sttrnmary

judgment. Maydakv. U.S. Dep't ofJustice,362 F. Supp.2d316 (D.D.C.2005) ('ono one avers,

and the record does not otherwise permit the inference that all files likely to contain responsive

records were searched." Id. at"326.) In this case, aware of the standard obligating an agency to

search all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents, it appears as though Stein

tacked on this statement, but only in a "Summary" that does not in fact summarize his previous

specific assertions that do not claim all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents

were searched. And even in his Summary statement avers only that "all locations" were

searched, but not all all files within them likely to contain responsive materials. (Doc. 35,

SOMF, n42, citing Stein Declaration, fl82")

15. C. Searches not Conducted in P1aces and with Keywords Reasonably Likely to

Locate Responsive Records (1.) Stein'sAffidavit indicates that the search of the Doha Embassy

failed to search the e-mail or records of the U.S. Ambassador to Qatar or the office of the U.S.

Ambassador to Qatar, even after Plaintiff shared with Defendant's attorney an e-mail from
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Dennis Everette, the CEO of NU's Qatar campus and requested related materials associated with

the referenced meeting:

3) As I mentioned on previous occasions, it is obvious from internal references that there

are additional responsive documents that have not been produced; I have shared these

specific concerns with you since last spring and yet do not see the documents referenced,

o.9., contracts, disbursements, ffid email associated with the EAD operation at NU-Q.

Last month's release included an email from the NU Dean thanking the Ambassador for

meeting with the Chair of NU's Board of Trustees and Provost and sharing information

useful for NU's contract negotiations with Qatar, but none of the information about the

meeting itself was shared with me, including its arrangements, memoranda, email, etc.

Do you have any information about these missing items? Email from Plaintiff to Hartzler,

Fehruary 5,2A17, Doc 4l-2, p.7 . (Exhihit D)

16. The email referenced above is addressed to Ambassador Dana and states in part:

I had hoped to thank you psrsonally for the important role you played in the extension of

our contract with the Qatar Fourdation which occurred last week. The meeting you had

some months back with our Board Chairman and Provost was critical in providing the

necessary information that helped make all this happen. Well beyond that, your support

for us here and our other American schools is important and sustaining.

We will soon complete our I year mark here and have been assured of a contract that

takes us to the year 2028, signalling not only support for us and what we've done, but to

our peer schools here as well. Good news for all--and for us, a new lease of life.

My thanks to you for all you did to help make this happen.

Warm regards,
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Everette E. Dennis

Dean and CEO

Northwestern University in Qatar

Exhibit c, F-2015-0318, c063 41567,release 12/0512017

17 . This email to which Plaintiff drew Defendant's attention indicates that there are

deep and sustaining ties between university campuses in Doha and the U.S. Ambassador.

Anyone with expertise on the Doha Embassy would have known that the U.S. Ambassador's

office would be reasonably likely to have responsive documents, not to mention that Plaintiffs

request was for "A1l State HQ and consular Qatar materials in all system records and

elsewhere..." Stevens FOIArequest 2015-03180, Doc 35, Stein Declaration, Exhibit 2 Doc 35, p.

72. This evidence of additional materials in system records indicated in the initial request and

not searched further highlights the problem with the vague nature of the avowals in the SOMF.

18. Moreoever, insofar as Defendant's attention was drawn by Plaintiffto a likely source

for responsive documents on several occasions (Exhibit D), the faihue to produce them indicates

the search was not conducted in good faith, a point about which further evidence is produced

below.

19. (2.) The keyword searches are insufficient evidence of a good faith search. Evidence

that they were conducted in a fashion that was arbitrary and inconsisent is that the offices varied

widely in the search terms they used. Moreover, there are several examples whereby Plaintiff

based on references in documents located drew Defendant's attention to responsive documents

held by the same offrce that were not produced. In some instances that resulted in additional

documents being produced. Exhibit D. This is evidence that State's keyword searches did not

lead to the production of all responsive documents despite the additional documents also
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including the keywords used in the search as now revealed in the Stein Affidavit.

20. Furthermore, in a recent ordeg Judge Christopher R. Cooper held that the

government may not use keyword searches as a substitute for a thorough search for responsive

documents:

[DHS] canvassed its electronic records for direct hits, looking only for records that

contained the verbatim language GAP [Government Accountability Project] used in its

request ... After the searches yielded zero responsive documents, GAP complained that

DHS unreasonably omitted additional search terms that quite likely would have generated

a more robust retum. Because FOIA requests do not operate like a game of Battleship ...

the Court agrees and will order the agency to conduct its search anew. a recent order in

Government Accountability Project u. Department of Homeland Security, No. I : l7-cv-

2518 (CRC), October 12, 2018.

21. Stein's Declaration averring offices used different keyword searches for the same

request dramatizes the problem Judge Cooper's observation highlights. Stein Declaration Doc.

!TIT16-18, 19, 23,25,26,27,29,32,34,36,39,41 ,43-7,49-51,53,56. How can Stein aver that a

reasonable search was done when there are large discrepancies in the number and nature of

keywords used among offices allegedly searching for responsive records? An additional problem

is not only the keyword searches, but that the "battleships" a.re not all on the board.

72. D. Defendant Search Record Inconsistent with Good Faith Search. The

Defendant's own SOMF reveals that its searches did not comply with the requirements of the

Freedom of InformationAct (5 U.S.C. $ 552). Offrces likely to have responsive documents were

represented as searched, then not searched, and then post hoc asserted not to have responsive

records, even though other evidence indicates that they do.
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23. (1.) Defendants' Statement of Material Facts Fails to Assert Adequacy of Searches

Inthe initial request for for documents of February 11,2015, assigned F-2015-03180 (SOMF

![8), Plaintiff wrote:

Yor.u agency recently unlawfully ruled a prior and perfectly legal request "invalid."

(F-2015-00663) I am therefore breaking the request into components. Failure to

produce responsive records absent a specific legal rsason under the Freedom of

Information Act will prompt litigation. Please note that by resubmitting this request I

am not waiving my right to litigate the constnrctive denial of my prior request within

the 60 days allowed under FOIA. Northwestern University has coordinated with

officials from the U.S. State Department since the mid-2000s to open a campus in

Doha, Qatar. My request is for: All State HQ and consular Qatar materials in all

system records and elsewhere referencing Northwestern University's Qatar campus.

Material requested includes but is not limited to memorandums, cables or email,

notes, reports, correspondence with other agencies, members of Congress (or staff)

and private firms or individuals. Please sonsult in particular the following

components: Policy Planning Stafl Bureau of Administration, Bureau of Diplomatic

Security, Office of Management Policy, Rightsizing, and Innovation, Office of White

House Liaison, Bureau of Intelligence and Research and Offrce of the Chief of

Protocol, as well as all other components that may contain responsive information

insluding J5, or the Policy Division. The time period of my request is from

0ll01n}05 to present. (Complaint, Doc. l, fl14; Answer, Doc. l2,nl4 "Admit.").

24. Thereafter State produced several conflicting accounts of its search protocols for

this request.
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25. (a) "[T]hat the Department had conducted searches of the Bureau of Budget and

Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, and the Office of the Comptroller and

Global Financial Services...." SOMF, Doc 35, t]l6, referencing letter of March 23,2016 from

Defendant to Plaintiff. "

26. (b) Thatthe Bureau of Budget and Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs, and the Office of the Comptroller and Global Financial Services "had not conducted

searshes..." SOMF, SteinAffidavit, Doc 35, p. 14, 1133, note 5.

27 . (c) That on an unspecified date unnamed individuals in the Bureau of Budget and

Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, and the Office of the Comptroller and

Global Financial Services "confrrmed that they were not reasonably likely to maintain records

responsive to this request..." .SOMF, SteinAffidavit, Doc 35, p. 13, fl33.

28. Plaintiffadmits that these components may be unlikely to have responsive records

but respectfully requests the court to consider the misrepresentation of the search as part of an

ongoing pattern of making inaccurate statements that suggest completion of searches when the

record does not support that assertion. In light of State producing the vast majority of responsive

documents over two years after the statutory the time frame and providing on an ad hoc basis

some additional documents identified by Plaintiffonly after receiving email from her questioning

the productions, this misrepresentation in the cover letter is an additional piece of evidence that

undennines the Department's good faith avowals as to the adequacy of the search.

29. (E.) Moving Party Fails to Meet Burden of Proof for Redactions (1.) Documents

Withheld in Fult Fail Inconsistent with FOIA and Precedents. (a) In support of withholding 20

documents in fulI the Defendant fails to meet the high burden of proof necessary to overcome the
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text obligating the agency to release segregable portions. First, the Defendant admits that four

documents that were unclassified were under his authority classified as "SECRET or

CONFIDENTIAL" and withheld. Stein Declaration, u63. No specific justification is provided

nor is there a specific rationale provided for not releasing segregable portions of these specific

documents. The explanations are vague and conclusory on legal classifications and fail to

provide any detail suffrcient to support these assessments fbr withholding of these documents.

Nor does the Vaughn index provide a rationale for the withholding of any documents in their

entirety. See e.g., Vaughn Index, Item 26, Doc 35.

30. (b) In support of withholding on document in fulI the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA) fails to meet the high burden of proof necessary to overcome the text obligating

the agency to release segregable portions. The Declaration of the DIA official simply recites the

statute and Executive Order 13,526 and then with no detail asserts the entire document may be

withheld. Alisa Y. Williams Declaration (Williams Declaration), Doc 35, pp. 111-118. DIA

avers it is not classiffing any of the information sought as "Top Secret." lnstead, it claims in one

portion that the information is "classified at the SECRET or CONFIDENTIAL levels..."

Williams Declaration, Dqc 35,n7,p. ll2. But in another section Williams states that the record

is "an intelligence report classified at the SECRET level..." Williams Declaration, Doc 35, Tll, p.

ll4. In light of the large amount of information that has been over-classified and the vagueness,

contradictory and conclusory claims -- failing to indicate even the page numbers and the

approximate portions of the document that are CONFIDENTIAL as opposed to SECREI the

Declaration is too vague to meet the Government's burden of proof. Stipulations as to statutory

rationales for withholding documents do not meet the burden of proof for a stunmary judgment

motion. Defenders ofWildlife v. tl,S. Border Patrol,623F. Supp.2d 83,90-91 (D.D.C.2009).
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31. (2.) Unlawful Redactions - Large portions of documents were redacted without

either segregating releasable information or proper classification. Exhibit D. For instamce, an

email about "Aspen Institute MFA Meeting Times" may contain corrspondence about a private

nonprofit that pays govemment oflicials to give tatrks and allows access to these officials to

Aspen Institute guests. The assessment that the information is legally withheld is conclusory and

not based on the specificities of the correspondence. Doc. 35, SOMF, Vaughn Index Item 38, p.

65.

32. Further, Defendant provides only conclusory explanations for the failure to release

segregable portions of entire pages identified by Plaintiff in her spreadsheet submitted to

Attorney Hartzler on March 6, 2018. Exhibit D

33. D. The process and the suhstance of documents produced by Defendant violate

the FOIA . Stevens v. United States Dep't of Homeland Sec., (N.D. Il1. Nov. 4,2014),2014 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 157086. ("Because disclosure is the'dominant objective'of FOIA, the Court

narowly construes FOIAExemptions. Pattersonu Internal Revenue Serv.,56 F.3d 832,835 (7th

Cir. 1995); see also U.S. DepT ofJusticev. Landano,508 U.S. 165, 181, 113 S. Ct.2014,124L.

Ed 2d 84 (1993). ")

34. The failure to produce documents that demonstrably exist and would be easy to

procure inthe course of the long pendancy of status hearings is inviolation of 5 U.S.C.552 (a)

(4Xb). Stevens at 14, citing Patterson,56 F.3d at 836 ("the govemment agency has the burdento

support its decision to deny the FOIA request.").

35. One consequence of agencies regularly failing to disregard the statutory time

frame mandated by the FOIA is that Plaintiffs frequently can notice that documents responsive to

their requests are not released. Interestingly, in allowing for administrative review Congress
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anticipated that citizens may be able to point to overlooked components or documents and

allowed therefore for an administrative appeal of a final response. Plaintiff requests that this

court adhere to the FOIA text and Congress's intent and purpose in empowsring citizens to

further inform agencies about likely places for responsive records by applying the sams

protocols obligating fillher search based on responsive records obtained during FOIA litigation

that Congress requires during an administrative review under 5 U.S.C. $ 552(a)(6XaX3)(aa),

providing the 'right to appeal to the head of the agency" an adverse determiniation.

36. If an agency can produce whatever documents they please during litigation

without information in them being used to hold accountable the agency to search in all locations

reasonahly likely to have responsive documents, agencies may literally gilme the system and aver

to reasonable searches that are on their face unreasonable because they fail to produce documents

that the record shows are under the govemment's control. Whether it's a game of "Battle Ship"

or "Hide-and-Go-Seek," the clear text and purpose of the FOIA are defeated by these

withholdings.

CONCLUSION

37 . Defendant failed to carry its burden of demonsilating that it conducted an

adequate search. The Defendant fuither failed to carry its burden of demonstrating that the

records identified in the Vaughn index are exempt from disclosure. Plaintiffrespeetfully requests

that the Court deny Defendant's motion for summary judgment.
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Respectfu lly submitte d,

JACQUELINE STEVENS, Pro Se

610 University Place

Second Floot Political Science De,paffinent

Evanston, Illinois 60208

(847) 467-20e3

j ackiestevens@protonmail. com
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I. Standard for Motion of Summary Judgment

1. For reasons of law and facts explained below, Plaintiffi, Jacqueline Stevens,

respectfully opposes the State Department's ("State" or "Defendant") motion for summary

judgment. There are material disputes about Defendant's representations about the actual search

conducted as well as its adequacy. The movant bears the burden of proving the absence of any

material disputes about the facts and State has not met this burden. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett,477

U.S. 317,326. ("Inthe course of its opinion, theAdicfres Court said that'hoththe commentary on

and the background of the 1963 amendment conclusively show that it was not intended to

modifu the burden of the moving party . . . to show initially the absence of a genuine issue

concerning any material fact.' [Citation omitted.] \tre think that this statement is accurate in a

literal sense, since we fully agree withtheAdickes Court thatthe 1963 amendmentto Rule 56(e)

was not designed to modify the burden of making the showing generally required by Rule

56(c).")

2. The evidence and justified analysis of Plaintiff, the nonmoving party, should be

construed in her favor: "Unlike the review of other agency action that must be upheld if

supported by substantial evidence and not arbitrary or capricious, the FOIA expressly places the

burden 'on the agency to sustain its action' and directs the district courts to 'determine the matter

de novo."' f./.,S. Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Com,for the Freedom of the Presso 489 U.S.749,

7ss (1e8e) (quoting s U.S.C. $ ss2(a)(4xB)).

II. Defendant Failed to Show an Adequate Search

3. Statements in the SOMF are false and also evidence of inadequate search that was
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not conducted in good faith. First, the Defendant in the SOMF (Doc. 35) misrepresents the

Plaintiffs provision of keywords as an agreement to "narrowing" the search. Second, statements

in the SOMF and affrdavit of Eric Stein fail to aver searches in all locations reasonably likely to

have responsive records. Third, the record reveals evidence that searches were not conducted in

places that were reasonably likely to have responsive records, including but not limited to the

records of Ambassadors and their offices. Fourth, the record contains evidence that the search

was not conducted in good faith. Fifth, the moving party fails to prove that its redactions are

consistent with the requirements of the Freedom of InformationAct ("FOIA") (5 U.S.C. $ 552).

4. For any one of these materially significant reasons, supported.by evidence in the

Exhibits A-D to this Motion in Opposition to Summary Judgments, the Motion for Summary

Judgment fails to meet the burden of proof requred by Rule 56(e). Anderson v. Liberty Lobby,

Inc. , 477 U .5. 242,255 ( 1986). ("The evidence in the records of the nonmovant is to be believed,

and all justifiable inferences are to be drawn in his favor.")

Analysis

5. (A.) Defendant Misstates Purpose of Keyword Search Agreement.

Eric Stein in his Affidavit states:

After the Complaint in this matter was filed, the Department informed Plaintiff in

August of 2017 that the Department's search for documents responsive to Request F-

2015-03180 had located a large number of potentially responsive documents. The parties

agreed that the Department could further narrow the results of these searches and reduce

the number of documents that it must process in response to Plaintiff's request by

applying certain keywords to the initial search results. Stein Affidavit, SOMF, Doc. 35,

Affidavit, p. l9; 1[6; quoted at SOMF Doc. 35, p. 6, 1T18.
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6. Plaintiffhas never communicated directly with Eric Stein about a keyword search.

In a phone conversation Assistant U.S. Attorney Alexander Hartzler representing the Defendant

indicated that State had discovered a large number of documents that might be responsive and

requested keywords to assist in the search. Plaintiff in an e-mail provided keywords as

breadcrumbs to assist in more effrciently locating responsive documents, and specifically refused

to reduce the number of documents that might be processed or produced. Exhibit A.

7. In the e-mail ofAugust 18, 2017 that included the requested keywords, Plaintiff

responded to Hartzler's statement on the telephone referencing possibly 10,000 pages of

responsive documents:

If you could also request the number of documents/year I would appreciate it. I have a

current release that is actually larger than this for the ICE contracts and I am not

waiving my right to the entire release but providing these terms for purposes of

prioritization, in addition to the most recent 750 pages. Email from Plaintiffto Alexander

Harteler, August, 18, 2017, Doc. 4l-2, ExhibitA, emphasis added.

8. The declaration by Stein that "...parties agreed that the Department could further

nilrow the results of these searches and reduce the number of documents that it must process..."

is a material factual assertion that is demonstrably false. The keywords were provided to assist

in procuring all responsive records and for no other pu{pose.

9. Moreover, Plaintiffalso requested the use of wildcards in these searches:

"censor*"

Please note that *denotes wildcard for these terms and suffrces, such as "censors." In

addition please search for the following as well.Email from Plaintiffto Alexander

Hartzler, August, 18, 2017, Doc. 4l-2, ExhibitA.
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10. Attorney Hartzler indicated that he was not sure if State could accommodate this

request. Exhibit B. The list of keywords indicates thatno wildcards were used. SteinAffidavit,

SOMF, Doc. 35, Affidavit (fl6, note l, p. 3), p. 19.

11. (8.) Defendant Fails to Aver Searched all Files Reasonably Likely to have

Responsive Materials. (1.) The SOMF does not avow until summary paragraph 1T82 that it

targetted even all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents, much less all files.

Agencies are not obligated to know a priori all locations that may have responsive documents;

they may in good faith not know this and a court may provide summary judgment in the favor of

an agency for a search conducted based on a possibly incorrect belief that the agency had

identifie d all offices likely to have responsive documented. But until the final summary section,

Stein does not aver even that all locations likely to have responsive files were searched. Instead,

Stein states: "After reviewing Plaintiffs requests and consulting with several offices and bureaus

within the Deparftnent, IPS determined that the following offices or records systems were

reasonably likely to have documents responsive to Plaintiff's request:" SteinAffidavit, Doc 35,

p.22, 1T19.

12. This statement msans that numerous other offices and bureaus also may have been

determined to be reasonably likely to have documents responsive to Plaintiffs request, such as

the offices of the Ambassadors to the countries indicated in Plaintiffs request but not not tasked

with searches.

13. (2.) Similarlg in representing the nature of searches within offices, Defendant only

avers that that officers "searched certain locations." Doc. 35, SOMF, e.g., lTlT 10, 11, 12,13,14.

Stein's affidavit also does not aver that its searches were targeting all locations within offices

likely to produce responsive documents, but merely lists locations searched and keywords used.
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For instanceo *re searches for F-2015-03181 also stipulates only to "a search" or searches ln

"certain locations" within records systems, not those most likely to have responsive information.

fln22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33, 34. Stein in his Summary makes a far broader

claim, i.e., that "the Department conducted a thorough search of all Department locations that

were reasonably likely to contain records responsive to Plaintiff's FOIA Request," but there are

no such specific claims preceding this that "all Department locations" were searched on which he

might base this conclusory statement and for this reason the Defendant does not meet its burden

of proof necessary for its Motion for Summary Judgment.

14. Courts have found Declarations failing to aver all files likely to contain responsive

materials as insufficient to bear the Government's burden of proof in a motion for summary

judgment. Maydakv. U.S. Dept ofJustice,362 F. Supp.2d316 (D.D.C.2005) ("no one avers,

and the record does not otherwise permit the inference that all files likely to contain responsive

records were searched." Id. at 326.) In this case, aware of the standard obligating an agency to

search all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents, it appears as though Stein

tacked on this statement, but only in a "Summary" that does not in fact summarize his previous

specific assertions that do not claim all locations reasonably likely to have responsive documents

were searched. And even in his Summary statement avers only that "all locations" were

searched, but not all all files within them likely to contain responsive materials. (Doc. 35,

SOMF, n42, citing Stein Declaration, t[82.)

15. C. Searches not Conducted in Places and with Keywords Reasonably Likely to

Locate Responsive Records (1.) Stein'sAffidavit indicates thatthe search of the Doha Embassy

failed to search the e-mail or records of the U.S. Ambassador to Qatar or the offrce of the U.S.

Ambassador to Qatar, even after Plaintiff shared with Defendant's afforney an e-mail from
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Dennis Everette, the CEO of NU's Qatar campus and requested related materials associated with

the referenced meeting:

3) As I mentioned on previous occasions, it is obvious from internal references that there

are additional responsive documents that have not been produced; I have shared these

specific ooncerns with you since last spring and yet do not see the documents referenced,

s.9., contracts, disbursements, ffid email associated with the EAD operation at NU-Q.

Last month's release included an email from the NU Dean thanking the Ambassador for

meeting with the Chair of NU's Board of Trustees and Provost and sharing information

useful for NU's contract negotiations with Qatar, but none of the information about the

meeting itself was shared with me, including its arrangements, memoranda, email, etc.

Do you have any information about these missing items? Email from Plaintiff to Hartzler,

February 5,2017, Doc 4l-2, p. 7 . (Exhibit D)

16. The email referenced above is addressed to Ambassador Dana and states in part:

I had hoped to thank you personally for the important role you played in the extension of

our contract with the Qatar Foundation which occurred last week, The meeting you had

some months back with our Board Chairman and Provost was critical in providing the

necessary information that helped make all this happen. Well beyond that, your support

for us here and our other American schools is important and sustaining.

We will soon complete our I year mark here and have heen assured of a contract that

takes us to the year 2028, signalling not only support for us and what we've done, but to

our peer schools here as well. Good news for all--and for us, a new lease of life.

My thanks to you for all you did to help make this happen.

Warm regards,
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Everette E. Dennis

Dean and CEO

Northwestern University in Qatar

Exhibit c, F-2015-03 18, c063 41567 , release 1210512017

17. This email to which Plaintiff drew Defendant's attention indicates that there are

deep and sustaining ties between university cirmpuses in Doha and the U.S. Ambassador.

Anyone with expertise on the Doha Embassy would have known that the U.S. Ambassador's

office would be reasonably likely to have responsive documents, not to mention that Plaintiffs

request was fbr "A1l State HQ and consular Qatar materials in all system records and

elsewhere..." Stevens FOIArequest 2015-03180, Doc 35, Stein Declaration, Exhibit 2 Doc 35, p.

72. This evidence of additional materials in system records indicated in the initial request and

not searched further highlights the problem with the vague nature of the avowals in the SOMF.

18. Moreoever, insofar as Defendant's attention was drawn by Plaintiffto a likely source

for responsive documents on several occasions (Exhibit D), the failure to produce them indicates

the search was not conducted in good faith, a point about which further evidence is produced

below.

19. (2.) The keyword searches are insufficient evidence of a good faith search. Evidence

that they were conducted in a fashion that was arbitrary and inconsisent is that the offices varied

widely in the search terms they used. Moreover, there are several examples whereby Plaintiff

based on references in documents located drew Defendant's attention to responsive documents

held by the same office that were not produced. In some instances that resulted in additional

documents being produced. Exhibit D. This is evidence that State's keyword searches did not

lead to the production of all responsive documents despite the additional documents also
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including the keywords used in the search as now revealed in the Stein Affidavit.

20. Fwthermore, in a recent order, Judge Christopher R. Cooper held that the

government may not use keyword searches as a substitute for a thorough search for responsive

documents:

[DHS] canvassed its electronic records for direct hits, looking only for records that

contained the verbatim language GAP [Government Accorurtability Project] used in its

request ... After the searches yielded zero responsive documents, GAP complained that

DHS unreasonably omitted additional search terms that quite likely would have generated

a more robust return. Because FOIA requests do not operate like a game of Battleship ...

the Court agrees and will order the agency to conduct its search anew. a recent order in

Government Accountability Project v. Department of Homeland Security, No. I : 17-cv-

2518 (CRC), October 12,2018.

21, Stein's Declaration averring offices used different keyword searches for the sirme

request dramatizes the problem Judge Cooper's observation highlights. Stein Declaration Doc.

t1lll16-18, 19,23,25,26,27,29,32,34,36,39,4I,43-7,49-51,53,56. HowcanSteinaverthata

reasonable search was done when there are large discrepancies in the number and nature of

keywords used among offices allegedly searching for responsive records? An additional problem

is not only the keyword searches, but that the "battleships" are not all on the board.

22. D. Defendant Search Record Inconsistent with Good Faith Search. The

Defendant's own SOMF reveals that its searches did not comply with the requirements of the

Freedom of InformationAct (5 U.S.C. $ 552), Offices likely to have responsive documents were

represented as searched, then not searched, and then post hoc asserted not to have responsive

records, even though other evidence indicates that they do.
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23. (1.) Defendants'Statement of Material Facts Fails toAssertAdequacy of Searches

In the initial request for for documents of Febmary 11, 2015, assigned F-2015-03180 (SOMF

fl8), Plaintiffwrote:

Your agency recently unlawfully ruled a prior and perfectly legal request "invalid."

(F-2015-00663) I am therefore breaking the request into components. Failure to

produce responsive records absent a specific legal reason under the Freedom of

Information Act will prompt litigation. Please note that by resubmitting this request I

am not waiving my right to litigate the constructive denial of my prior request within

the 60 days allowed under FOIA. Northwestern University has coordinated with

officials from the U.S. State Department since the mid-2000s to open a campus in

Doha, Qatar. My request is for: All State HQ and consular Qatar materials in all

system records and elsewhere referencing Northwestern University's Qatar campus.

Material requested includes but is not limited to memorandums, cables or email,

notes, reports, correspondence with other agencies, members of Congress (or staff)

and private firms or individuals. Please consult in particular the following

components: Policy Planning Stafi Bureau of Administration, Bureau of Diplomatic

Security, Office of Management PolicS Rightsizing, and Innovation, Office of White

House Liaison, Bureau of Intelligence and Research and Office of the Chief of

Protocolo as well as all other components that may contain responsive information

including J5, or the Policy Division. The time period of my request is from

0110112005 to present. (Complaint, Doc. 1, ![14; Answer, Doc. 12, '1114 "Admit.").

24. Thereafter State produced several conflicting accounts of its search protocols for

this request.
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25. (a) "[T]hat the Department had conducted searches of the Bureau of Budget and

Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, and the Offrce of the Comptroller and

Global Financial Services...." SOMF, Doc 35, fl16, referencing letterof March 23,2016 from

Defendant to Plaintiff "

26. (b) That the Bureau of Budget and Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs, and the Offrce of the Comptroller and Global Financial Senrices "had not conducted

searches..." SOMF, SteinAffidavit, Doc 35, p. 14, 1133, note 5.

27 . {c) That on an unspecified date unnamed individuals in the Bureau of Budget and

Planning, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, and the Office of the Comptroller and

Global Financial Senrices "confirmed that they were not reasonably likely to maintain records

responsive to this request..." .SOMF, SteinAffidavit, Doc 35, p. 13, 1T33.

28. Plaintiffadmits that these components may be unlikely to have responsive records

but respectfully requests the court to consider the misrepresentation of the search as part of an

ongoing pattern of making inaccurate statements that suggest completion of searches when the

record does not support that assertion. In light of State producing the vast majority of responsive

documents over two years after the statutory the time frame and providing on an ad hoc basis

some additional documents identified by Plaintiff only after receiving email from her questioning

the productions, this misrepresentation in the cover letter is an additional piece of evidence that

undermines the Department's good faith avowals as to the adequacy of the search.

29. (E.) Moving Party Fails to Meet Burden of Proof for Redactions (1.) Documents

Withheld in Full Fail Inconsistent with FOIA and Precedents. (a) In support of withholding 20

documents in fuIl the Defendant fails to meet the high burden of proof necessary to overcome the
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text obligating the agency to release segregable portions. First, the Defendant admits that four

documents that wers unclassified were under his authority classified as "SECRET or

CONFIDENTIAL" and withheld. Stein Declaration, fl63. No specific justification is provided

nor is there a specific rationale provided for not releasing segregable portions of these specific

documents. The explanations are vague and conclusory on legal classifications and fail to

provide any detail sufficient to support these a$sessments for withholding of these documents.

Nor does the Vaughn index provide a rationale for the withholding of any documents in their

entirety. See e.g., Vaughn Index, Item 26, Doc 35.

30. (b) In support of withholding on document in full the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA) fails to meet the high bruden of proof necessary to overcome the text obligating

the agency to release segregable portions. The Declaration of the DIA official simply recites the

statute and Executive Order 13,526and then with no detail asserts the entire document may be

withheld. Alisa Y. Williams Declaration (Williams Declaration), Doc 35, pp. I I l -l 18. DIA

avers it is not classiffing any of the information sought as "Top Secret." Instead, it claims in one

portion that the information is "classified at the SECRET or CONFIDENTIAL levels..."

Williams Declaration, Doc 35, 1T7, p. ll2. But in another section Williams states that the record

is "an intelligence reportclassified at the SECRET level..." Williams Declaration, Doc 35, tfll, p.

I 14. In light of the large amount of information that has been over-classified and the vagueness,

contradictory and conclusory claims -- failing to indicate even the page numbers and the

approximate portions of the document that are CONFIDENTIAL as opposed to SECRET, the

Declaration is too vague to meet the Government's burden of proof. Stipulations as to statutory

rationales for withholding documents do not meet the burden of proof for a srunmary judgment

motion. Defenders of Wildlife u. U.S. Border Patrol,623F. Supp. 2d 83, 90-91 (D.D.C. 2009).
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3l. (2.) Unlawful Redactions - Large portions of documents were redacted without

either segregating releasable information or proper classification. Exhibit D. For instance, an

email about "Aspen Institute MFA Meeting Times" may contain corrspondence about a private

nonprofit that pays govenrment officials to give talks and allows access to these offrcials to

Aspen Institute guests. The assessment that the information is legally withheld is conclusory and

not based on the specificities of the correspondence. Dos. 35, SOMF, Vaughn Index Item 38, p.

65.

32. Further, Defendant provides only conclusory explanations for the failure to release

segregable portions of entire pages identified by Plaintiff in her spreadsheet submitted to

Attorney Hartzler on March 6, 2018. Exhibit D

33. D. The process and the substance of documents produced by Defendant violate

the FOIA. Stevens v. United States Dep't of Homeland Sec,, (N.D. Ill. Nov. 4,2014), 2014 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 157086. ("Because disclosure is the'dominant objective'of FOIA, the Court

narrowly construes FOIA Exempti ons. Patterson u Internal Revenue Serv.,56 F.3d 832,S35 (7th

Cir. 1995); see also U.S. Dep't ofJusticev. Landano,508 U.S. 165, 181, 113 S. Ct.2014,124L.

Ed 2d 84 (1993). ")

34. The failure to produce documents that demonstrably exist and would be easy to

procure in the course of the long pendancy of status hearings is in violation of 5 U.S.C. 552 (a)

(4Xb). Stevens at14, citing Patterson,56 F.3d at 836 ("the government agency has the burdento

support its decision to deny the FOIA request.").

35. One consequence of agencies regularly failing to disregard the statutory time

frame mandated by the FOIA is that Plaintiffs frequently can notice that documents responsive to

their requests are not released. Interestingly, in allowing for administrative review Congress
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anticipated that citizens may be able to point to overlooked components or documents and

allowed therefore for an administrative appeal of a final response. Plaintiffrequests that this

court adhere to the FOIA text and Congress's intent and purpose in empowering citizens to

further inform agencies about likely places for responsive records by applying the same

protocols obligating further search based on responsive records obtained during FOIA litigation

that Congress requires during an administrative review under 5 U.S.C. $ 552(a)(6)(a)(3)(aa),

providing the "right to appeal to the head of the agency" an adverse determiniation.

36. If an agency can produce whatever documents they please during litigation

without information in them being used to hold accountable the agency to search in all locations

reasonably likely to have responsive documents, agencies may literally game the system and aver

to reasonable searches that are on their fhce umeasonable because they fail to produce documents

that the record shows are under the government's confrol. Whether it's a game of "Battle Ship"

or "Hide-and-Go-Seek," the clear text and pu{pose of the FOIA are defeated by these

withholdings.

CONCLUSION

37 . Defendant failed to carry its btuden of demonstrating that it conducted an

adequate search. The Defendant further failed to carry its burden of demonstrating that the

records identified in the Vaughn index are exempt from disclosure. Plaintiff respectfully requests

that the Court deny Defendant's motion for surnmary judgment.
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CQUELTNE STEVENS, PTo Se ,,/' u{6
610 University Place

Second Floor, Political Sbience Departurent

Evanston, Illinois 60208

(847) 467-2093

j ackiestevens@protonmail. com
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E}tr{IBITA

Email fromPlaintiff
Re: Search Keywords for 2015-03180

/
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Case: il17-cv-02494 Document #: 4L-2 Filed: 09/04/18 Page 5 of 17 PagelD #:24?

scarch protocols

Sent f+ n August 18, 2017 {:54 PM

From : Jackie $tevens jackiaetave n@Frotonma ll.com

To: Hartzler, Alex {USAILH) Alex. HarEle@usdoj. gov

Hi Alex,
Thanks for ffagging the size of the release at present.
How about using search terms of:
"offsgt""
"conka6f"
'agreement*"
"censof'
Please note that *denotes wildmrd for these terms and suffices, such as "censors."
ln addition please search for the following as well.
"Al Jaz€efa'
'Request for Proposal*"
'intelligence'
Boeing
"natural gas"
'optics"
'RFP"
sales
w€apons
train'
Bienen
Dennis
anest
jail
image
!f you could also request the number of documents/year I would appreciate it.
I have a current release that is actually larger than this for the ICE contracts and I am not
waivirry my right to the entire release but providing these terms for purposes of prioritization, in
addtton to the most recent 750 pages.
Thanks so much for your help wtih this.
Jackie

Jacqueline Stevens
Professor
Northwestem U n iversity
(&+7) 467-20s3

Original ltilessage
Subject Quick call?
Local Time: August 18, 2017 10:12 AM
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Case: t17-ar42494 Document #: 4L-? Filed: 09/04/18 Page 6 of 17 PagelD #:243

UTC Time: August 18, 2017 3:12 PM
From : Alex. Hartzler@usdoj. gov
To: Jeckie Stevens <jackiestevens@protonmail.com>

Jackie,

Do you have time for a quick call today? I have a question I want to run by you. Should just take
a mlnute.

I have to leave the office at 1:00 today lf you don't get this by then or aren't free, maybe wo can
tialk Monday or Tuesday? My scfiedule is pretty open both days.

Thanks,
Alex

Alex Hartzler
Assistant United States Attomey
Northem District of lllinois
219 South Dearbom Sfreet, Fiflfr Floor
Chicago, lllinois 60604
(312) 88&13e0
alex. harEler@usdoj. gov
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E}trIIBITB

Email from Alexander Hartzler:
t$trildcard $earch in Question
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RE: search protocols

Rocohrd: tUrArf, Aryu.tfa 201710;3t At
Frorn: l{stlrr, Ahr (Ut}AlL}l} Alr+HirEbrQurdof.gov

To: Jedth $hnne Jrcldr*hnnflpproionmeil.com

Jrckic, irst to follow up quic*ly, Strts B running th€se ttrms to s€€ whet tums up. There ic somc question of whether they can do the wlldcard searchec.

tirlllfolhr up a3ain wtren I knory more.

Yqr rnay lraw just sacn anr 9/ttl hearlng get bumped by the court to 9/20. I mflht be unaailable on 9/2O in whldr case maybe ttie crn eErEE on somc
rltErnate dates and l'll call the courtroofii deputy to see lf we can reschedula t{o need to do erythin8 ,ust Yet.

Frum; Hertzlrr, Ahr lttSAlltrl)
SmE Fridry,tullu* 18, 201712:58 PM
IU'laclde Stetrm' <lrcldestemns@ protonmall.com>
Sublxt: BE: search prutocds

Tlmnb. Willsst b.{*toyou earlynet reh

Fmm: Jackie Stevens
Srnts FrHry,Augu* 1& 20171i*55 PM
TG Hrrtdcr, Ahf, {Uslllrtl)
tficctrcardt putomh

HlAle,q

Ihankt furileggirrg tE stle of the rdeam at premnt

ilow #ut udng !6Erch tenns of:

'o{hf
'oontrd"

Qtuemenf

'carlsof

PtBase noilg that 'defrrobs wfldcgrd fs thece tems a]d $ufu, audr aa 'c€rrgolE."

ln addllirn flama rmrdrforthe fo[ordng as weB.

'Al JEzsefia'

'Roqugst fu Pttpoeal-

'Intdlfencr'

Boclng

hdnd gnr'

'optha'

.RFP

EC€r

n€aponB

hain*

BhtgI
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Oennh

Srtust

Fr

hnsgc

lf you corid deo mquad the number of documente/year I wonld appreciate it.

I harrrr a crrmcnt r€hffio fist b actudly laqer sran thir fur fu ICE conta* ard I am not walvirg my dght to the en&e raleasa but prwiding them
tarme hrpupsar of pfqffzgflon, ln addlUon to the most raant 750 pagoa.

Thanks so mrdl lbr yotrr hslp wdh il;.
Jadrie

JacquelineShlrunr

Proilacsor

Nodtr*wHn thir,trdty

(847) /167-A199

- 
odghal Msissg€ 

-Suq€(t Oul*csm

Local Tnm: Arguril 18, e017 10:12 Alttl

UTC TIme: Augrrt lE, 2017 3:11 PM

Frorn: Ahtr. Hgrtd€r@rdoj*gng

To: Jec*lo $taram <hIfihri6rc@EffimeI.com>

Jaddo,

Do you have Bru fora quick cdl ffiay? I harra a $Estort I wwrt b run ry you. Shodd iuct take a mlnuh.

I h$,c to hevs tto ofEct at J:00 Uday; il you don't get thls by then or aren'l frur, rneytr wB can talk Monday or Tuaeday? My rchedrde h
prdyoptrr bdr dalt.

Thanlrr,

Aler

Als l.lartder

As*htant Unfud StatEB Atbmcy

tlorftcm tIsEici of lfflnole

219 Souih Dsarbofir Sfoot, Ftffir Floor

Chlcrgo, lllinoh 60604

(312) 88et3S0

derruffia4tsdojAW
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EXHMMC

Email from NU CEO/Dean Everette Dennis to [J.S. Ambassador in
Qatar, from FOIANo. F-2015-03180
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uNct.AssFED u.s. Dsparfnentof $tate case No. F-201543180 DocNo, Cffi&+1564 Dete: 1U0512017

Dser Ambasador Dana

I hed hoped to see you et U.S. National Day last cv€ning, butwas tlelayed ard unable to csne. I h8d

hop€d b ft*rk you p€rsonally lbr tfie tmportart roh you playsd in the eodenshn of our confact with the
Ogtrr Foundathn rrttctr ocqrned tast une{t. The nteding yorJ h*l some moffis back srith our Board
Clrairman ryrd Pruvoat uns crilieal in providrg necetsary information that holp€d make dl this
happen. ttt#ll beyond hat yfl.rr support for us lrere and our oflur American sfioolt is imporHtt Ettd
wstdnirq

yt/E will E(En complde ow I year mark hera end harra bEffi assured of a coffiract thettakee us to the
year 2ffi8, signalirg not onff support hr us and wtrat rrye'vo dflre, but to our FEr sdtools lprc as t

weil. Good newE fur dl<d fof us, a neilv lease of life.

My hankt to yu.r tur ell you tlid to help maka thie happan.

'Warm regards,

EV

EYSTSE E. Dennl*
Ilor,n and CEO )

IUoID*ur{sn Unfuelrctty In Qetr

mwr. qatar. mrtltvssbff l.#g

UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Depafinent of State Case No. F-2015-03180 Doc No. C08341584 Date: fifi512017

B6T
M:
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EXTIIBIT D

Email frorn Plaintitr
Responsive Documents not Produced
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Case: 1:17-cv-02494 Document #: 4L-Z Filed: 09/04/18 Page 7 of 17 PagelD #:2M

RE: $tevens v. State - February 5, 2018 - "-80"

Received: il Fobruary 0,20{8 t:3G PM

From : Hart-lsr, Alex {USAI LH} AIex. Hartzler@urdoj. gov

To: Jackle Stevenr Jacklestevena@proton m al l. com

HiJackie,

Ll Yes.

ll Paragraph 2 of the cover letter lists the exemptions.

l

l) I willget back to you on this one-will try to respond by early next week.

-Alex

From: Jackie Stevens [mailto:jackiesteuens@protonmail.comJ
Senfi Mondag February 05, 2018 3:45 PM
To: Hartzle r, Alex (USAI LN ) <AHa rtzler@ usa.doj.Eov>
Subfect Re: Stevens v. State - February 5, 2018 - "-80u

Alex,
Thanks for this. Three questions:
1) ln December I believe you informed me that the final production would be at the beginning
of February. ls it the position of your client that as of today the State Departnrent has either 

-

produced or withheld all documents responsive to my requests for cases -03180, -03185, and
43575?
2) The cover letter from Mr. Stein indicates two documents were withheld in full but provides no
explanation for this. Are you aware of the exernption{s) being claimed?
3) As I mentiond on previous occasions, it is obvious fom internal references that there are
additional responsive documents that have not been produced; I have shared these specific
concems wlfft you since last spring and yet do not see the documents referenced, e.g.,
conffac'ts, disbursements, and email associated with the EAD operation at NU-Q.
Last month's release included an email from the NU Dean thanking the Ambassador for
meeting with the Chair of NU's Board of Trustees and Provost and sharing information useful
for NU's mntract negotiations with Qatar, but none of the information about the me€ting itself
was shared with me, including its anangements, memoranda, email, etc.
Do you havs any information about these missing items?
Thanks so mucfr for your help with this.
Jackie
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Jacqueline Stevens
Professor
Norftwestem University
(847) 467-20e3

Oilginal Messa{e
On February 5, 2018 3:02 PM, Hartrler, Alex (USAILN) <Alex.HarEler@usdoj.ggJ> wrote:

Jackie,

Attached is the State Departmenfs February 5, 2018 production in response to the
raquest ending in -80.

Alex Hartzler
A,ssistant United States Attomey
Northem Distict of lllinois
219 South Dearbom $treet, Fifrh Floor
Ghicago, lllinois 60604
(312) 886-13s0
a lex. ha rtilpr,@usdoj, ggg
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RE: meeting with Ambassador

Sent 3 February 23, 20tE 4:4{l Ptl

From ; J ackle Stovens f ackiesteve n@proton ma I l. com

To: Hailzler, Alex { U SAI Lt{} Alex. Hartrler@usdoi. gov

Dear Alex,
Yes, and also background policies and other matefials about Qatar and the NU campus on
which the Ambassador was relying for the information she was oonveying to NU.
I have the reference to the EAD in a much earlier @mmunication with you that I'll look for now.
Finally, I want to confirm that you are of course right and will wait for your MSJ along the lines
suggested by Judge Lee.
Jackie

Jacqueline Stevens
Professor
Northurestem U n iversity
(847) 467-20s3

Original Message
On February 23,2018 4:28 PM, Hartzler, Alex (USAILN) <Alex.Hartzler@usdoj.gov> wrote:

Thanks, OK, so I see that the email in document number C06341564 describes a meeting between
Dana Shell Smith (U.5. Amhassador to Qatar) and NU Qatart Board Chairman and proyost. Do I

have it right that your basic question is, where is the other correspondence relating to that
meeting?

And then, I really apologize for any obtuseness, but regarding the EAD issue, ffin you clarify for me
which request you are asking about, and what documents missing? I think this is the one where you
are saying there should be underlying contracts, etc.-is that right?

One other question I have is whether you know which (bX6) redactions you are going to challenge.
Will be helpfulto know as we begin the Vaughn process.

Thanks,
Alex

Fmm: Jackie stevens Ima ilto:jackiestevens@protonmair.com]
Sentl Thursday, February 22, ZO1B 4:13 pM l

To: Ha rtzler, Alex ( USAI LN l <AH a rtzler@ usa. doj. gov>
SubJect: RE: meeting with Ambassador
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Sotry, ifs 03180! and the page is C06341564 (it's page one of part 3 of 4 in the most recent
releasa). Thanksl

Jacqueline Stevens
Professor
Northwestem U n i versity
(847) 467-20s3

Original Message
On February n,2018 3:20 PM, HarEler, Alex (USAILN) <Afet.HarEler@usdoj.g0y> wrote:

Thanks. Did you mean to attach the email referenced in the first paragraph? Or you can
refur me to the production/page number, if you have it handy.

From : J a c kie Steven s I m a i f te ;i a cki egteve ns @ BfetgnmAjl*gml
Sent Thursday, February 22,?:ALB 3:18 PM
To: Ha rtzler, Alex ( USAI Llt l <AHa rtzle r@.Hsa.doj. gglp
Subfect: meeting with Ambassador

Alex,

Here are my notes on 03181 :

The response to 03181 is contradicted by otherdocurnents, including the email in this
releass from the Dean of NU's Qatar campus thanking the Ambassador for providing
information to NU's Chair of the Board and NU's Provost that helped them renew their
contract with the Qatar Foundation.

That email makes it clear that:

a) the US does have a policy around establishing U.S. campuse$ in Qatar and the
large number of other communications make it clear that the State Dept. is working
with these campuses; and

b) also, there is a cable from an earlier time frame that specifically connects State
Dept. concerns about Al Jazeera wifr establishing campuses-so there should be
policy and other reports about this that have not been produced;

c) the other documents associated with the planning for that meeting have not been
produced, either - which they should have been efther because of the general
parameters of the request or because these documents are responsive to my request

ln addition, there are contracts and other documents including disbursements
referenced for an organization called EAD that was contracted to train Gulf state
joumalists at Northwestem and thes6 were not produced. I wrote to you about this
much earlier but am unable to find the specific refurence at present. l'll keep looking
and let you know by tomonow.

Jackie

Jacqueline Stevens
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Jackie,

6ot the spreadsh."t in your other email-thanks.

Do I have it right that you are challenging: lal all documents withheld in full, and {b} all redafiions
that are listed in column H ("ftedactions in Question"l on the spreadsheet?

For otample, in lines 24 through 29 on the spreadsheet, nothing appeani in column H-does that
indicate no challenged redactions?

Assuming sq, then we will address at summary judgment the documents withheld in full and the
redactions mentioned in column H, and we'll note that you ere not challenging any other
withholdings. OK?

lf I have it wrong just let me know.

Hope to get back to you soon re: reimbursement.

-Alex

F rom : J a cki e Steve ns t rne-i ltq ;j ac kie"st*VS nS@ reto n m A!!JAEd
Sent Tuesday, March 06, 2018 t2:03 PM

To: Ha rtzler, Alex ( USAI LN ) <AH,q rtrl er@ usa. doi,Egv)
Subiect: tracking documents withheld and objections to redactions, and fee question

Alex,
The attached spread sheet indicates my objections to redactions. As we discussed, we are not
objecting to perconal information withheld under b(5) but to large chunks redacted and entire
documents withheld. lt is my position that the FOIA law requires the release of segregable
information. I am therefore objecting to the withholding of all documents in their entirety, as well
as thoso porffons indicated in the attached spread sheet.

Finally, I wanted to follow up to see if your office will object to reimbursing me for payments to
student research assistants and other other administrative support for the litigation. lf your
office will not object to this, then I will continue to represent myself pro ss, Othenrvise, I will
need to tum the case over to an attomey and he will be eligible for payment of his fees and
expenses. I of course reserve the right to do this at any time, though obviously the longer I do
this pro se, the less money the taxpayers are charged for this.
Jdckie
Jacqueline Stevens
Profe$sor
Northwestem University
(M7) 467-20s3

t 1 file attached
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I neOmon Challongnr for US$D.xbx (34.5f KB]
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